MAKE THE
RIGHT
DECISIONS
FASTER
Our customers have used
our Advanced Technology
Center for:
Product comparisons
Upgrades and migrations
Architecture validation
Performance
Functionality

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY CENTER
The WWT Advanced Technology Center (ATC) is a collaborative ecosystem to design, build,
educate, demonstrate and deploy innovative technology products and integrated architectural
solutions for our customers, partners and employees around the globe.
Using the power of the ATC, we help customers explore, evaluate, architect and implement new
technology, so they can make the right technology decisions faster.
THE ATC ADVANTAGE
The ATC offers 24/7 virtual access via the ATC Gateway through which more than 2,000 WWT
engineers can perform product demonstrations from anywhere around the world. Best-of-breed
testing tools to simulate any type of customer workload and large investment in automation
between physical and virtual environments give customers an agile testing platform. Couple this
with industry-best experts across every enterprise IT technology and a perfected lab process,
and the ATC delivers results in a fraction of the time it would take if a customer were to attempt
the same testing on their own.
ATC CAPABILITIES
Tech briefings, workshops, advisory services, integrated product and solution demos, labs,
product testing and benchmarking, sandbox environments, proofs of concept, lab as a service,
training, implementation
ATC ENGAGEMENT MODELS
Engagement with the ATC depends on the level of customization. ATC demos, sandboxes and
training environments are offered on demand and can be scheduled with a WWT account team.
Proofs of concept that include a single test plan and success criteria are conducted with a
fixed cost and timeline. The highest level of engagement customization is ATC Lab as a Service.
Through a subscription, customers received dedicated, long-term lab space.
GET STARTED
The ATC supports thousands of customer engagements per year with hundreds of pre-built
capabilities, testing racks and OEM technologies. Contact your account manager to unleash the
power of the ATC ecosystem.

